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Who knows what cool is anymore. In fashion, trends like normcore and athleisure – clothes personally I’d never be seen dead out in 
except on the tennis court – are all the rage. Yep, what was once uncool, except if your name was Björn Borg or Ayrton Senna (men 
who could rock terrace fashion like nobody’s business), is now the epitome of cool. Let’s face it normcore, as far I can see, means 

grandma’s jumpers and heavy leather shoes from vintage stores. I won’t be doing that any time soon, but I’m just the editor of 
Beirut’s hippest fashion journal so what do I know?

Indeed, this edition of A Mag, the (un)cool Issue, we tackle the question of what is cool and how we define it, what it means, in art, 
in fashion, in life, in us. Self-absorbed, shallow, perhaps… argue all you like somewhere inside we all care about being seen to be 

cool, to be ‘in’ and of the moment, by our peers, our very selves and by the world, even if we think we don’t. In work, in personality, 
in fashion… Go back and check out your Instagram posts from the last year – you know I’m right. Extrapolating, we have this 
unrestrained desire to assert our individuality and it’s never been stronger. Yet it’s uncool to be cool, and cool to be uncool. 

Is our cover shoot cool? Is it uncool? Have our stylists and photographers truly stepped out of the box in order to step back in? Is it 
cool or not for serious artist to conceive luxury department stores shop windows? Is it cooler to be the lead singer or the drummer 
no one knows the name of? Is it cool or uncool that we haven’t mentioned Valentine’s Day once this issue? Except just now. Damn! 

Is this editor’s letter so up its own butt it crosses from cool to uncool to cool back to uncool again? Who even cares? 
In the end it’s all up to you, and perhaps therein is the answer. Whatever works for you in what you wear and what you do is the 

ultimate cool... er, uncool. Enjoy A Mag 87, it’s a cracker. Until next time...

Ramsay Short
@ramsayshort

Editorial Introduction 
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Grace Banks Writer
“Normcore is (un)cool. It’s one of the most subversive 
anti-establishment of millennial trends and gives a 
passive two fingers to the consumerism of the last ten 
years and has still managed to triumph.”
Born and bred in London, Grace reports 
internationally on contemporary art for Interview 
Magazine, The New York Times, and Wallpaper*, and 
regularly writes about fashion. She is particularly 
interested in the representation of women in modern 
art, and her new book, Play With Me: Women, Dolls 
and Art is now out. Grace is a fan, as you can probably 
tell, of the normcore trend and wrote a piece for us 
this issue (see page 148)

Kamilla Richter Stylist
“In terms of fashion I think open sandals are very 
uncool, especially in the winter. But other than that, 
probably everything uncool becomes cool again, it’s 
just about the timing.” 
Kamilla, who in addition to being a stylist is fashion 
editor at Berlin-based Sleek magazine, fell in love with 
fabrics at an early age thanks to her mother who was 
a tailor. In 2010, armed with a fashion design degree, 
she moved to the German capital where she styled our 
cover shoot this issue (see page 184)

Jimmy Dabbagh Photographer
“What’s uncool? Oversharing, overthinking and 
unnecessarily long Instagram stories.” 
Jimmy has a point. The Lebanese photographer – 
who calls himself a Third Culture Kid growing up 
between Saudia Arabia, the US and Beirut – studied 
communication arts before teaching himself how to 
take pictures, inspired in part by his grandfather’s 
obsession to photograph everything. Jimmy’s visual 
style is frank, uninhibited and stripped back, making 
him the perfect fit for our opening portrait shoot (see 
page 50)

Alexandra Von Fuerst Photographer
“I don’t believe in categories therefore, ‘uncool’ to 
me, is the united opposite of ‘cool’, as two aspects 
coexisting and depending on each other. Uncool is 
the unfashionable aspect of it, the unimpressive and 
imperfect aspect of cool, which, in the current world of 
trends, is exactly what defines fashion.”
Alexandra developed a strong interest in form and 
colour in photography when she moved to Berlin after 
studying in Milan, and her shoot this issue (see page 
158), on location in London where she now lives, was 
inspired by organic textures, decaying forms, sculptural 
installation and the idea of grotesque beauty

Contributors


